Monday

**2nd Grade**
- LA2.4.1
  - Read: "Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes". Review library rules and expectations; review library tour and book locations, place markers, magazines, E-fiction v. nonfiction, shelf markers; I can explain the difference between fiction and nonfiction and locate them in the Library.
- **LA0.4.1**
  - Students will review, identify, and explain library rules; SW practice following library rules. (I can follow the library rules and procedures; I can use a shelf marker; I can explain the difference between fiction and nonfiction and locate them in the Library).

**5th Grade**
- LA4.4.1
  - Review internet safety:
    - Students will begin creating documents in Google Docs; SW practice keyboard shortcuts. (I can open a shared document; I can effectively use the "copy" and "paste" functions).
    - Show video "Google Docs for Kids, Episode 1: What is it?". SW practice keyboard shortcuts; SW practice keyboarding posture and techniques. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and technique). Students will perform basic Mac computer skills; SW practice keyboarding technique (wrists straight, arms relaxed, fingers always over home row).

**6th Grade**
- LA4.4.1
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking. (I can sit with proper posture; I can use the correct fingers on the home row).
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking. (I can sit with proper posture; I can use the correct fingers on the home row).

Tuesday

**2nd Grade**
- LA2.4.1
  - Students will understand computer lab rules and procedures. (I can follow the computer lab rules and procedures; I can sit with proper posture; I can use the mouse and track pad).
- LA0.4.1
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations. SW practice keyboarding posture and techniques. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row).

**5th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Students will practice keyboarding; review keyboarding posture, technique, and home row; review how to log in to typingclub.com.
  - Students will perform basic Ruby Bricks interactive and online (time permitting).

**6th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking. (I can sit with proper posture; I can use the correct fingers on the home row).

Wednesday

**2nd Grade**
- LA2.4.1
  - Students will review logging in: time permitting start lessons.
  - Students will review logging in: time permitting start lessons.

**5th Grade**
- **LA4.4.1**
  - Review keyboarding expectations; review keyboarding posture, technique, and home row; review how to log in to typing.com.
  - Review keyboarding expectations; review keyboarding posture, technique, and home row; review how to log in to typing.com.

**6th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking. (I can sit with proper posture; I can use the correct fingers on the home row).

Thursday

**2nd Grade**
- LA2.4.1
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview how to sit at the computer properly, how to use the mouse and track pad.
- **LA0.4.1**
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview how to sit at the computer properly, how to use the mouse and track pad.

**5th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Review proper keyboarding technique (wrists straight, arms relaxed, fingers always over home row).
  - Review proper keyboarding technique (wrists straight, arms relaxed, fingers always over home row).

**6th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking. (I can sit with proper posture; I can use the correct fingers on the home row).

Friday

**2nd Grade**
- LA2.4.1
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview keyboarding posture and techniques. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row)
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview keyboarding posture and techniques. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row).

**5th Grade**
- **LA4.4.1**
  - Review expectations for keyboarding; overview keyboarding posture with charts, technique, and home row; review how to log in to typingclub.com.
  - Review expectations for keyboarding; overview keyboarding posture with charts, technique, and home row; review how to log in to typingclub.com.

**6th Grade**
- **LA6.4.1**
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview parts of a computer, how to follow them.
  - Students will practice library and computer lab rules, procedures, and expectations; overview parts of a computer, how to follow them.

---

**Additional Notes, Comments, Websites**

- [Library Media / Keyb.](http://librarymediakeyb.com)
- [PebbleGo](http://www.pebblego.com)
- [Typing.com](http://www.typing.com)
- [Typingclub](http://www.typingclub.com)
- [ABCya](http://www.abcya.com)
- [Google Docs](https://docs.google.com)
- [Mac Help](https://support.apple.com)
- [Internet Safety](https://www.internet.gov)
- [YouTube](https://www.youtube.com)
- [Google Search](https://www.google.com)
- [Dictionary.com](https://www.dictionary.com)
- [Library Media / Keyb.](http://librarymediakeyb.com)
- [PebbleGo](http://www.pebblego.com)
- [Typing.com](http://www.typing.com)
- [Typingclub](http://www.typingclub.com)
- [ABCya](http://www.abcya.com)
- [Google Docs](https://docs.google.com)
- [Mac Help](https://support.apple.com)
- [Internet Safety](https://www.internet.gov)
- [YouTube](https://www.youtube.com)
- [Dictionary.com](https://www.dictionary.com)

---

**WEEK OF:**

August 26, 2019